artificial grass never looked more natural

The SYNLawn Nylon Advantage
Summary

looks better longer.

The nylon fibers in SYNLawn products outlast and out perform all other synthetic turf fibers including polyethylene and
polypropylene. It is well known in the textile industry that nylon is the strongest and most resilient fiber in textiles. The
best carpet on the market uses nylon because of its ability to spring back to original condition after furniture is moved.
A toothbrush, fishing line, lawn trimmer line, athletic clothing,
luggage, car parts, tires, even parachutes, to mention a few
more using nylon. Now think of the products you know made
of polypropylene. Plastic grocery bags come to mind. Would
you jump out of a plane with a grocery bag?
When considering which synthetic grass is the best investment
for your home or facility, grass products with nylon give you
the best return on your investment. SYNLawn grass products
made with nylon promise an even better return for your
money because we make it and stand behind it. We
manufacture, extrude and texturize all of our nylon fibers to
allow us to create new innovations and control quality. Today’s
nylon turf products have come a long way since the 60s when
they were first introduced. SYNLawn’s technological
advancements in yarn extrusion, thatch texturizing, and overall
product construction have produced the most realistic and best
performing turf products in the marketplace.

Benefits
+ Crush resistance – Nylon is 22% more resilient than polypropylene and 40% more
resilient than polyethylene.
+ Enduring strength - Nylon is 26% stronger than polypropylene and 33% stronger
than polyethylene.
+ Longer wear – SYNLawn nylon does not break down as quickly from foot traffic or
general wear as other types of synthetic turf fibers.
+ Quality Manufacturing – SYNLawn manufactures, extrudes and texturizes all its
nylon fibers to ensure quality and continue innovation.
+ Low Environmental Impact – Nylon based products have a longer life cycle reducing
the need to replace or recycle as often as polyethylene and polypropylene products.
+ Better Warranty – SYNLawn manufacturer back warranty up to 12 years for nylon
products.
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New for 2010, all SYNLawn nylon fibers now incorporate HeatBlock™ technology.
HeatBlock is scientifically proven to reduce the surface temperature up to 20%
Heat is reduced by altering the emissivity levels of the grass surface.
By reflecting infrared radiation from the sun, HeatBlock reduces the build up of heat
at the contact surface.

All other synthetic grasses

for more information please visit us online at: www.synlawn.com

